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The Southern Cone Common Market (MERCOSUR) and the Comunidad Andina de Naciones
(CAN) have joined in a trade agreement, bringing ten countries and 350 million people into a
common market.
The move signals increased economic integration in the South American region and an accelerating
effort to strengthen the region's ability to negotiate with the US and European Union (EU). This will
create a free-trade zone encompassing more than 5% of the world's population. Andean Community
addition brings nation total to ten With the agreement coming into place on July 1, the South
American region moves closer to becoming a unified economic bloc.
MERCOSUR is a tariff union composed of Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay, and Uruguay, with Bolivia,
Chile, and Peru as associate members. CAN brings together Peru, Bolivia, Colombia, Venezuela,
and Ecuador. Neither trade group includes Suriname, Guyana, or French Guiana, which are the only
South American countries outside of the integration in process.
The agreement was signed in Buenos Aires and will begin with a progressive reduction of tariffs
at six, eight, 12, and 15 years. In the automotive and metalworking sectors, the elimination of
trade barriers will be more prolonged. A list of 6,000 products, such as textiles, confections,
petrochemicals, flowers, fruits, and generic medicines, will be traded with no tariffs between
countries.
Colombia's Trade Minister Jorge Humberto Botero called the free-trade agreement historic. He said
it was the fulfillment of an "old longing to have a free-trade zone, which is now a reality."
Argentina's Secretary of International Economic Relations Martin Redrado called the MERCOSURCAN agreement "the most ambitious economic-commercial project in Latin America. The formation
of a South American bloc constitutes an inexorable destiny for the region, as much for the identity of
political and economic interests as for the history and culture our countries share."
A number of analysts said the agreement between the two trade blocs was more of a diplomatic and
political accomplishment than it was a trade deal. The purchasing capacity of the agreeing nations is
small compared to that of the EU and the US.
Gilman Viana Rodrigues, head of foreign affairs for the Brazilian Confederacao Nacional da
Agricultura (CNA) and representative of the sector in international negotiations, called the
agreement "a diplomatic exercise" as far as Brazil's agroindustrial sector is concerned. The CANMERCOSUR accord lacks "trade density," because the Andean countries have "scant purchasing
or consumption capacity," which limits the possibilities of increasing Brazilian exports, Rodrigues
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said. In addition, Andean exports cannot grow very much because they are "not very competitive in
quality or costs," he said.
More than the trade side, observers underscore the political and strategic elements of MERCOSURCAN integration. The agreement "is a way of intertwining all the economies of South America,
which could thus become a bloc that wields some real weight" in negotiations, said Telasco Pulgar,
chief of projects for the Caracas-based Sistema Economica Latinoamericano (SELA). "The position
of one country alone, like Ecuador or Venezuela, is not the same as a set of nations that are home to
350 million consumers, with major potential that makes one think of the United States and Canada,"
said Pulgar.
The agreement is important in the political sense because it is the first agreement on broad South
American integration, said German Umana, professor at the Universidad Nacional of Colombia and
former representative of his country to the EU. He noted that the foreign affairs ministers, not trade
ministers, played a key role in putting together the general rules of the CAN-MERCOSUR accord.
Negotiations began more than eight years ago, but advanced quickly since last year. "What changed
was the flexibility of Brazil and of the MERCOSUR countries in general," said Umana, adding
that the Brazilian government of President Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva is quite different from its
predecessors.
Colombia was able to join the accord after many of its interests were taken into account, particularly
in farm trade and rules of origin. But Umana does not expect the treaty to have a significant impact
on Colombian economic growth. The combined exports of the Andean countries to MERCOSUR
were worth just US$1.4 billion in 2002, a tiny portion of their overall exports of US$50.9 billion,
according to CAN figures.
It is also very little in comparison with the US$23.4 billion in CAN exports to the North American
Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) countries: Canada, Mexico, and the US. But it is with MERCOSUR
that CAN has its biggest trade deficit, in relative terms, with exports reaching US$2.9 billion in 2002,
while imports were US$4.3 dollars, with around 60% coming from Brazil.

EU and MERCOSUR move closer while FTAA stalled
A chorus of Latin American officials predicts that a trade agreement between the EU and
MERCOSUR will happen sooner than the proposed Free Trade Area of the Americas (FTAA), which
would span all countries of the Americas except Cuba. Talks with the EU have been much more
productive, and many officials predict that they will have an agreement in place by October.
FTAA negotiations have repeatedly bogged down over the issue of US government subsidies to
domestic agricultural producers, since the US is unwilling to remove such industrial supports.
Developing countries complain that their agricultural sectors will be unable to compete with the
high-technology, government-sponsored agricultural sectors of developed nations (see NotiSur,
2003-12-05).
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Former Argentine President Eduardo Duhalde (2001-2003), now president of the Council of
Permanent Representatives of MERCOSUR, is confident that there will be an EU-MERCOSUR
treaty before the FTAA goes through. Duhalde recently accused the US of having "very egotistical"
criteria in its negotiations for the FTAA. By contrast, the EU has said it is disposed to make
agricultural concessions to MERCOSUR to reach a free-trade agreement.
The chief of the EU delegation visiting Brazil in mid-March, Spaniard Alberto Navarro, said a
political agreement could come out of the Latin America-Europe Summit scheduled for May 28-29
in Mexico. Navarro said that, in exchange for European concessions on reductions of subsidies
to agricultural goods, the EU asked Brazil for similar concessions in the areas of services, foreign
investment, and government purchasing. "The Europeans are ready to present a new proposal
with important concessions, above all in relation to agricultural exports like orange juice, beef,
and chicken, among others," said Navarro. Brazil has, however, rejected the idea that it would
completely open its markets to Europe.
Brazilian Foreign Minister Celso Amorim said that there would not be a complete opening for bids
on MERCOSUR government purchases as part of a trade agreement. "I don't see the necessity
of that," he said. Amorim said that Brazil already allows foreign participation in some public
bidding, especially those financed by multilateral institutions like the World Bank. The Brazilian
government's intent is to defend businesses, national or foreign, which are based in the country and
favor them over external businesses that lack investments on Brazilian soil.
Engineering and trade sectors would be opened to European service businesses and loaning outfits.
Amorim has also mentioned the possibility of an agreement between MERCOSUR and China, but
says negotiations in that direction will be "slow and minute."

Mexico clears way for MERCOSUR membership
Mexico also hopes to enter MERCOSUR during the coming presidential meeting of the group, to
be held in July in Buenos Aires. "Mexico has had a favorable reception," said Foreign Relations
Minister Luis E. Derbez, concluding an official visit to Uruguay. "We have expressed Mexico's
interest in MERCOSUR, and the Uruguayan President Jorge Batlle has just given us his backing."
Derbez also met with Brazilian President Luis Inacio Lula da Silva and Paraguayan President
Nicanor Duarte.
Didier Opertti, the foreign minister hosting Derbez in Uruguay, said that Mexico might eventually
be a full partner in the bloc, calling Derbez's visit a "moment of particular importance for the
region." Derbez also spoke in Buenos Aires at the Asociacion Latinoamericana de Integracion
(ALADI), whose seat is in the Argentine capital. There he praised the agreement between CAN and
MERCOSUR. "This agreement is a very valuable instrument to confront, together, the challenges
globalization has imposed on the region."
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